isafe advanced safety flooring
cleaning and maintenance methods and guidance
Your isafe advanced safety floor, protected by Hyperguard+ PUR, is easy to clean and maintain by
simply following the methods shown below.

MANUAL

MECHANICAL

1. Sweep up dust & dirt, removing large debris

1. Vacuum up dust and dirt, removing large
debris

2. Apply alkaline cleaning fluid to the floor in
the correct dilution (rate depends on cleaner
used and level of soiling)

2. Apply alkaline cleaning fluid to the floor in
the correct dilution (rate depends on cleaner
used and level of soiling)

3. Scrub with a deck scrubber or cleaning pad

3. Mechanically scrub using a rotary cleaning
machine fitted with a cleaning pad of the
correct size

4. Rinse with water then remove dirty water
with a mop and allow to dry - use a two
compartment bucket to avoid mixing clean and
dirty water

4. Wet vacuum residual wetness, rinse with
clean water and vacuum dry

CLEANING PRODUCTS: CLEANING FLUIDS & AGENTS
Nova Safety Floor Cleaner by British Nova Works Ltd
T: 01295 254030 F: 01295 254061 E: sales@britishnova.co.uk
CC Dr Schutz PU Cleaner by CC Dr Schutz
T: 01296 437827 F: 01296 334219 E: info@floorcare24.com
Prochem A250 Alkleen, Prochem A217 Ultrapac Renovate& Prochem B195 Coffee Stain Remover
All by Prochem
T: 020 8974 1515 F: 020 8974 1511 E: sales@prochem.co.uk
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isafe advanced safety flooring
cleaning and maintenance methods and guidance
CLEANING PRODUCTS: MACHINES & EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE FROM THE FOLLOWING SUPPLIERS:
CSA
T: 01954 251573

F: 01954 251931 E: csaeagle@fsbdial.co.uk

Prochem Europe Ltd
T: 020 8974 1515 F: 020 8974 1511 E: sales@prochem.co.uk
Rotowash (UK) Ltd
T: 020 8847 4545 F: 020 8569 7906

E: cleanfloors@rotowash.com

Medium duty cleaning pads should be used for isafe advanced safety flooring

HINTS AND TIPS

1. Give consideration to tailoring a cleaning regime to the levels and types of traffic to which the area will be
exposed to. Those areas subject to heavy trafficking will need to be cleaned more often than areas which are
subject to less traffic.

2. Use cleaning fluids and agents as shown within this guide or demonstrably equivalent versions. Adhere
to stated levels of dilution and the manufacturer’s instructions. Do not mix cleaning fluids. Always check the
suitability of cleaners for use on vinyl floors. Do not use fluids or agents containing pine oil.

3. Protect newly installed floors from other construction trades. Cover and protect newly laid isafe floor
finishes during construction periods with a suitable non-staining protective covering.

4. Some materials are known to stain vinyl floors, including (but not limited to): asphalt, bitumen, wet
cardboard, dyes from literature or packaging print, wet hardboard, rubber backed mats, furniture rests and
wheels, some shoes without anti-staining soles, heat degradations, some chemicals used in cleaning products
including pine oil, posters and powder paints and certain hair dyes.
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